
 

Maintenance Instructions: 

Pre-event site assessment:  

- Before your site assessment, gather as much information about the site as possible, including 

the Watershed Steward responsible for the site, the owner of the property, the date of 

installation, the date of any previous maintenance and what was accomplished, and a drawing 

of the original plan for the site.  

- Visit the prospective site before the maintenance event to get an idea of how many volunteers 

you will need, how long you think the work will take, and what tools and supplies, such as lawn 

bags and contractor bags, you will need.   

- Make a list of all of the tasks that need to be done and prioritize them. 

- Make sure you have a plan for disposal of any waste materials. 

Maintenance Event: 

- Supply snacks for volunteers, and ask them to bring their own water bottles. 

- Take BEFORE, DURING, AND AFTER pictures. 

- At the start of the event, list the tasks that need to be addressed and, if possible, designate one 

volunteer for each task area to lead that group.  Make sure to thank everyone for their time 

before, during, and after the event. 

- As the organizer of the event, your primary responsibility is to float from group to group helping 

out and answering questions. You are also responsible for set up and cleanup, so leave extra 

time for this.   

Monitoring Checklist and How to Maintain Project: 

Drainage to basin – Is the water flowing properly from drainage to basin? If not, the BMP may need to 

be re-graded. 

Inlet – Is there silt, debris, or weeds blocking the inlet?  If so, remove stones and use flat head shovels to 

remove excess silt from the inlet. Replace stones after clearing the inlet. 

Outlet/Overview – Is there silt, debris, or weeds blocking the outlet?  If so, remove stones, clear the 

outlet, and replace the stones. 

Mulch or Groundcover – Is there a lot of bare soil present? Is there mulch present? Does more mulch 

need to be added?  Does the existing mulch need to be removed and replaced?   

Ponding – When was the last rain event? Has it been longer than 2 days? If so, is there ponding water? If 

water is still present 2 days after a rain event, the basin is not draining properly. Check observation wells 

if they are present to see if they are clogged. Check for improperly placed geo-tex fabric.  



Observation wells/underdrain – Are these present? If so, check the observation wells to make sure they 

are clear.   

Vegetation – How much vegetation is present? Reinforcement plantings may need to be added to the 

BMP if there are bare spots. 

Weeds/Invasives – Are there invasives present? Are there weeds present? Remove invasive plants at the 

roots and discard them into the black contractor bags. Weeds can be pulled by the root and placed in 

leaf bags as long as they haven’t gone to seed.   

Forest buffer or tree planting – Do the trees look healthy? Are there volcano mulch piles present? Are 

there a lot of weeds close by the trunk? Once any incorrectly placed mulch and weeds have been 

removed, replace the mulch.  This should be done in a wide dish shape. Make sure to keep the mulch off 

the base of the trunk to avoid tree rot. You should be able to see where the base of the tree begins to 

widen (the flare).   

Rainwater harvesting – Are the rainbarrels or cisterns functioning correctly? Diagnose and fix any issues. 

For additional notes on maintenance, please review the rainscaping manual online: 

http://aawsa.org/wsa-rainscaping-manual-2 

 

http://aawsa.org/wsa-rainscaping-manual-2

